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BR5 Cooperative Structures
This breakout will look at examples or proposals for cooperative structures and ask participants to discuss how
these could be used to enhance cooperation between public / private, multilateral / national and trade /
development institutions to increase capacity for climate finance.

▪ Why don’t we see more cooperation between different types of institutions on climate projects?
▪ Is mandate still an issue? Or are we beginning to converge around some shared green objectives?
▪ Is it possible to create specific financial tools to enhance cooperation between institutions and to eliminate
roadblocks?
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Group Composition
•
•
•
•

Who was involved in the discussion (e.g. which types of institutions? From which regions?
ECA ( TürkExim, EDC, COSEC, SACE, Eximbanka SR)
Broker
International Renewable Energy Agency
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Summary of Topic
• What was the scope of the topic and the main points discussed around this?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cooperative Structures for Climate Impact
Cooperation is important but not an urgent issue
Not so many projects in the climate impact space currently available
Cooperation amongst BU member work well. Cooperation with multilaterals are more challenging
Still lack of specific “climate UW processes” (ESG, Impact etc.). Only one member had experience and
processes in place
Currently focus on supporting the domestic market in climate.
ECA mandate is still an issue (e.g. supporting the host country exporters vs. supporting the development of a
greener world).
ECAs with broader mandate (e.g. a financing arm) are better positioned
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Convergence / Divergence
• On which areas is there broad agreement? (on the topic, its challenges, or even solutions)
• Challenges in cooperation with multilaterals and DFIs
• Mandate is an issue

• And in what areas do the group diverge? – why? – are there any patterns?
• Some members have climate UW processes in place others not.
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Next Steps
• What should the community do to work on this topic further? What are the next steps which
will advance this area of climate finance?

• Is there a role for the CSM to contribute to this further?
• Bring the topic on to the agenda again as some programs (e.g. EU green deal) are still to develop further
• Elaborate a facility which enables the ECA to complement their skills in the climate UW process and the
•

impact
Define the future role and perspective of ECA’s
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